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Abstract. For the problem given by uxx + bux/x - u, = -(1 - m)-1 for 0 < x < a,

0 < t < Ta < oo, u(x, 0) = 0 = u{0, t) = u(a, t), where b is a constant less than one,

a lower bound of u is used to estimate the critical length a beyond which quenching

occurs, and an upper bound for the time when quenching happens. An upper bound

of u, given by the minimal solution of its steady state, is constructed by using a

modified Picard method with the construction of the appropriate Green's function.

To determine the critical length numerically, it is shown that for a given length a, all

iterates attain their maximum values at the same x-coordinate; the largest interval for

existence of the minimal solution corresponds to the critical length for the parabolic

problem. As illustrations of the numerical method, the critical lengths corresponding

to four given values of b are computed.

1. Introduction. Let Ta be the largest value such that a solution u < 1 exists for

the following semilinear parabolic initial boundary-value problem:

uxx ~ Ut = -(1 - u)~x, 0 < x < a, 0<t<Ta<oo, (1.1)

u(x, 0) = 0 for 0 < x < a, u(0, t) = 0 = u(a, t) for 0 < t < Ta. (1.2)

If Ta = oo, then u{< 1) exists globally. If Ta < oo, then

lim u(%.t\ = 1",
t—T~ )

where

u(a/2, t) = max{w(x, t): 0 < x < a).

In the latter case, u is said to quench at Ta (cf. Acker and Walter [2]), and Ta is called

the quenching time. Equation (1.1) arises in the study of a polarization phenomenon

in ionic conductors.

For practical purposes, the problem of quenching is to be able to find the critical

length a* numerically such that Ta- = oo and Ta < oo for a > a*. Kawarada [17]

showed that quenching occurs when a > 23/2. Walter [27] showed that 1.5303 < a* <
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7t/2. Acker and Walter [1] improved the above results by showing that a* = 1.5303

(to 5 significant figures). Naturally, quenching is due to the singularity on the right-

hand side of (1.1) when u - 1 -.

Acker and Walter [1,2] studied the phenomena of quenching for the equations,

uxx -m* = -/("). 0 <x<a, 0 <t<Ta, (1.3)

uxx ~ ut = -g{u, ux), 0 < x < a, 0 <t<Ta,

subject, respectively, to (1.2); for each problem, they showed that there is a unique

critical length a*. Results on the behavior of (1.3) subject to (1.2) with a = a* were

given by Levine and Montgomery [22],

The case when the solution is driven by the boundary condition with the forc-

ing term of the differential equation being identically zero was studied by Levine

[19]. Higher space dimensional problems were investigated by Walter [27], Acker

and Walter [1, 2], and Levine and Lieberman [21]. Related phenomena for hyper-

bolic equations were given by Chang and Levine [12], and Levine [19]. More recently,

a survey was also given by Levine [20].

Here, we study the quenching phenomenon for the semilinear singular parabolic

equation,

Lu = -(1 - w)-1, 0 < x < a, 0<t<Ta<oo, (1.4)

subject to (1.2) with b < 1, where

_ d2 b_d_ _ d_

dx2 + x dx dt'

When b = 0, this reduces to the problem studied by Kawarada and Walter. The

singular term bux/x destroys the symmetry of the solution u about the line x = a/2,

and shifts the points where u attains its maxima with respect to x from the line x =

a 12. Thus, it makes the problem more difficult both theoretically and numerically.

If b — 0, L is the usual heat operator. When b is a noninteger, it may be regarded

as a first step in the approach to a theory of generalized axially symmetric heat

potentials (cf. Alexiades [4], and Arena [7]). For 0 < b < 2, it can be used to

describe conduction of heat in a body with b being a geometric parameter related to

the shape of the body; for example, b — 0.5 represents heat transfer into one face of

a flat cylinder with a small ratio of depth to diameter (cf. Solomon [26]).

With U(z, t) = u(x, t), where z = 2~{/2x, Lu is transformed into

12U» + TZU,-V,.

For b > -1, this corresponds to a stochastic process which is the limit of a sequence

of random walks (cf. Lamperti [18]).

Let W(Z, t) = u(x, t), where Z = x2/4. Then, Lu is transformed into

ZWzz + ~-^Wz-Wt.

This is a degenerate elliptic-parabolic expression occurring in the theory of probability

(cf. Brezis, Rosenkrantz, and Singer with an appendix by Lax [9]).
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Cauchy problems for L were investigated in many directions (cf. Arena [7], Bragg

[8], Brezis, Rosenkrantz, and Singer with an appendix by Lax [9], Cholewinski and

Haimo [13], Colton [14], and Haimo [15]). Nonhomogeneous initial boundary-value

problems of the first, second, and third types for L were studied by Alexiades [3,

4] while Alexiades and Chan [5] considered a nonhomogeneous differential equation

for L subject to a nonlinear boundary condition. In these latter three papers, it was

shown that for the problems to be well posed, no boundary condition at the singular

axis x = 0 can be assigned for b > 1, but for b < 1, the first boundary condition

is assigned at x = 0. In particular, it follows from section 10 of Alexiades [4] that

a classical solution u, in the case b > 1, has the property that xbux tends to zero

as x tends to zero; from section 11 there, we have existence of a unique classical

solution for the first initial boundary-value problem: Lu = Q, subject to (1.2), where

b < 1, and Q(x,t) is a given function. By assuming that the problem (1.4) and (1.2)

has a solution before its quenching time, our main purpose here is to give a method

to determine the critical length a* numerically. Our study here may be said to be

illustrative; we consider the nonlinear term -(1 - w)~' only.

In Sec. 2, we use the method of Acker and Walter [1, 2] to establish that there

exists a unique critical length a*. We then use a Sturm-Liouville problem to find a

lower bound for the problem (1.4) and (1.2), and to obtain an estimate for a* as well

as an upper bound for the time when quenching occurs. These estimates generalize

the result of Walter. In Sec. 3, we use a modified Picard method (cf. Chan and Hon

[11]) to construct a strictly monotone increasing sequence, converging uniformly to

the minimal solution of the nonlinear singular two-point boundary value problem,

+ b~xJx = ~V)~' f°r 0<x<a' w(0) = 0 = v(fl). (1.5)

We achieve this by constructing Green's function for the iterates through Bessel func-

tions of the first kind and the second kind. This minimal solution provides an upper

bound for the solution of the problem (1.4) and (1.2). To determine a* numerically,

we show that for a given length a, all iterates attain their maximum values at the same

x-coordinate h\ furthermore, the behavior of the difference between two successive

iterates at h can be used to cut down the computer time for determining a*. In Sec.

4, we apply the numerical method, developed in Sees. 2 and 3, by using subroutines

from the IMSL Library to compute the critical lengths corresponding to different

values of b. In particular for b = 0, we obtain the result of Acker and Walter [1],

Two graphs are also given to illustrate other results. Our numerical method is very

stable since it involves mainly Newton's method of finding a root, and numerical

integrations.

2. Critical lengths. By modifying the proofs of the corresponding theorems of

Acker and Walter [1, 2] for the special case b = 0, the following theorem can be

established.

Theorem 1. Let u(x,t\a) be a solution of the problem (1.4) and (1.2).

(a) There exists a curve M{t) such that for each t e [0, Ta), u is monotone nonde-

creasing in x on [0, M{t)\ and monotone nonincreasing in x on [M(t), a].
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(b) If Ta — oo, and u(x, t;a) < A < 1 for some positive constant A, then

v{x\a) = lim u(x, t;a)
t—>oo

exists uniformly on [0,a], where v(< 1) is a solution of the nonlinear singular two-

point boundary-value problem (1.5); furthermore, u < v for 0 < x < a, 0 < t < Ta.

(c) If Ta - oo, and lim,_oo u(M(t), t) = 1~, then Ta+e < oo for any e > 0.

Theorem 1(b) implies that there exists a critical length a* such that for a < a*, u

exists for 0 < x < a, 0 < t < oo. On the other hand, it follows from Theorem 1 (c)

that u quenches for a > a*. The critical length a* is determined by the supremum

of all values a (> 0) such that a solution of the problem (1.5) exists; if it exists for

a = a*, then u also exists there.

The general solution (cf. Andrews [6], p. 229) of the singular equation,

Iw = 0, (2.1)

where

Iw = (xbw')' + c2xbw,

and c is a positive constant, is given by

w = xv[c\Jv{cx) + C2Yv(cx)]; (2.2)

here, v = (1 - b)/2, c\ and are arbitrary constants, and Jv and Y„ are Bessel

functions of the first kind and the second kind, respectively. The singular Sturm-

Liouville problem (2.1) and

w(0) = 0 = w(a) (2.3)

has an eigenfunction x^J^^^x/a) with the corresponding eigenvalue (jv/a)2, where

jv denotes the first positive zero of Jv.

Let us consider the differential inequality,

Lev > -(1 - o>)-1, 0 < x < a, 0<t<Ta, (2.4)

subject to

a){x, 0) = 0 for 0 < x < a, a>(0, t) = 0 = a>(a, t) for 0 < t < Ta.

It follows from the maximum principle (cf. Protter and Weinberger ([24], pp. 168—

170) that if u < A and co < A for some positive constant A < 1, then u > co.

Let us seek a lower bound co of u in the form xvJv(jvxla)f(t). From (2.4),

ao+ (^)V(o <{*"/*(£*) (2.5)

Since

^[z7f(z)] = z7„-,(z),

it follows that the derivative of the right-hand side of (2.5) with respect to x is given

by
jvJv-\{jvX/a)[\ - 2x"Jl/(jl/x/a)f(t)]

axvJl(jvx/a)[ 1 - xvJl/{jpx/a)f{t)]2
(2.6)
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Because the left-hand side of (2.5) does not depend on x, let us take the infimum of its

right-hand side with respect to x. From (2.6), this infimum occurs at x = ajv-\/ jv

for f{t) e (0, (2m)-1], where m = (a/V-i/j„)v Jv(jv-\)\ since the infimum of the

quantity [y(l - y)]-1 is 4, we have

AO < | {w/(/)[! - m/(0!}-1 for 0 </(/)< (2m)"1, ^ ^

fit) \a) "\4 for (2 m)~l < f(t) < m~l.

Since a>(x, 0) = 0, it follows that /(0) = 0.

We may determine /(f) from (2.7) by using the equality sign. For 0 < f{t) <

(2m) we have
m(l - mf) df _ ,

1 ~Uv/a)2mf(l -mf) ~ 1

Let to be the time when f(t0) = (2m)_1. Upon integration from t = 0 to t = t0, we

obtain

*'T.

The solution of the problem,

fit)
(jf) =4, f(t0) = (2m)-\fit)

is

fit) = (2m)"1 exp{[4 - t/„/a)2](f - /0)}-

Since co is a lower bound of u, the time t\ such that mf(t\)= 1 is an upper bound

of the quenching time Ta. Now,

m~l - (2m)"1 exp{[4 - ij„/a)2]it\ - /0)}

gives

ti = to + (In 2)/[4 - ijv/a)2].

From the expression for to, we note that 4 > ijv/a)2, which implies that any length

a > jv/2 leads to quenching. Thus, we obtain the following result.

Theorem 2.

(a) The critical length, a* < y„/2.

(b) At quenching, Ta<t\.

We note, in particular, that Theorem 2(a) generalizes the result of Walter since

for b = 0, we have Jv(z) = [2/(7rz)]'/2 sinz, which gives jv = n, and hence a* < n/2

with a > n/2 implying quenching as given by Walter.

From Theorem 2(b), we obtain

lim Ta < (3 + 21n2)/8.
a—*oo

We also note that an upper bound Uit), independent of x, is given by the initial

value problem:

u' = rh/' u^ = °-
This gives U(t) = 1 - (1 - 2t)l/2. Therefore, there is no quenching for all values a if

t < \ (cf. Walter [27]).
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3. Global existence. To find a*, we find the minimal solution of the nonlinear

singular two-point boundary-value problem (1.5) for some ca < jv. We construct a

sequence, {vn: n = 1,2,3,... }, by letting v0 = 0, and for n = 0,1,2,...,

lv„+i = xb[c2vn-(l -v„)_1], w„+i(0) = 0 = vn+i{a). (3.1)

Since b < 1, it follows from (2.2) that the problem (2.1) and (2.3) for ca < j„ has

the trivial solution only. Thus for each value of n, the problem (3.1) has a unique

solution. By using the properties of determinants and the fact that the Wronskian

(cf. McLachlan [23], p. 197) of J„{z) and K„(z) is 2:t/z, Green's function G(x;£)

corresponding to the operator -/ is given by

-nyl(x)y2(£)/2, 0<x<£,

- ny\(Z)y2{x)/2, £<x<a,
G(x-,i) =

where
y\(x) = x"Jv(cx),

y2(x) = x"[Y„(cx) - kJ„{cx)],

k = Y„{ca)/J„(ca).

Although the maximum principle (cf. Protter and Weinberger [24], p. 6) can be

used to show that G(x;£) is positive, we give a more elementary proof here.

Lemma 3. For x and £ in the interval (0, a) where ca < j„, G(x;£) > 0.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that y2(x) < 0. It follows from the value of the

Wronskian that

d_
dx

Hence,

Y„(cx)

Jv{cx)
>0 for 0 < x < a.

nxJlicx)

k > Yl/(cx)/Jl/{cx), (3.2)

from which the lemma follows.

For n = 0, 1, 2,...,

Vn+\ (x)= [aZbG(x;Z){[l-v„(Z)]-l-c2vH(e)}dZ. (3.3)
J o

Thus, the sequence is well defined.

For future reference, we state the following lemma, whose proof follows from the

fact that G{x\£) is positive.

Lemma 4. If q(x) is continuous, nontrivial, and nonpositive, then the solution of the

problem Iw = q subject to (2.3) is positive for 0 < x < a.

The following theorem gives existence constructively.

Theorem 5. If 0 < c < 1, then the nonlinear singular two-point boundary-value

problem (1.5) has the minimal solution v (< 1), to which the sequence {vn: n =

0,1,2,...} converges strictly monotonically upwards.

Proof. From Lemma A,V\ > 0 for 0 < a: < a. From (1.5),

d2v b dv n , , ... _ . ,
+ for "<1- "(0)=0=v{a)-
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It follows from the maximum principle that v > 0 for 0 < x < a. Now,

l(v -V\) = -xbv[\ - c2( 1 - v)]/(l —v)<0.

It follows from Lemma 4 that v > V\ for 0 < x < a. Similarly, we have v > v2 > V\.

Let us assume that for a particular value of n, say j (> 2),

0 < Vj-1 < Vj < v, 0 < x < a.

An argument analogous to the above shows that

0 < Vj-1 < Vj < vj+1 < v, 0 < x < a.

By the principle of mathematical induction,

0 < vn < vn+i < v for 0 < x < a, n= 1,2,3  (3.4)

Since the strictly monotone sequence {vn} is bounded above and below, there exists

a function V(x) such that lim^^oo vn — V. Let us denote the integrand of (3.3) by

/„. Because dfnldvn > 0, it follows from the Monotone Convergence Theorem (cf.

Royden [25], p. 84) that

V(x) = [a?G{x\i){[ 1 - V(Z)rl -c2V(Z)}dt.
Jo

This implies that V is a solution of the problem (1.5). Because of (3.4), V is the

minimal solution.

Lemma 6. The rate of convergence of the iteration scheme (3.1) to the minimal solu-

tion of the nonlinear singular two-point boundary-value problem (1.5) is maximized

by choosing c = I.

Proof. Let c = 1 in (3.1). We obtain a sequence {Vn} given by V0 = 0, and for

n = 0,1,2,...,
lVn+x=xb[Vn-{ \-Vn)-x],

Kn+1(0) = 0 = Vn+l(a).

Thus,
[xb(V\ - v\)']' + xb(Vi -Vi) = -xb(\ - c2)vi < 0.

By Lemma 4, V\ > V\.

Let us assume that Vj > Vj. We have

[xb(Vj+i -Vj+i)']' + xb(Vj+1 -vj+1) < 0.

By Lemma 4, F;+1 > vJ+l. Lemma 6 then follows from the principle of mathematical

induction.

The next result shows that each successive approximation vn attains its maximum

value at the same value of x.

Theorem 7. If i>i(x) attains its maximum value at x = h, then for n - 2,3,4,...,

v„(x) also attains its maximum value at x - h.

Proof. From (3.1),

t;,(x)= [" £bG(x\£) d£.
Jo
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Let us assume that for a particular value of n, say j, Vj attains its maximum value at

x = h. By the Weighted Mean Value Theorem for Integrals (cf. Burden and Faires

[10], p. 4),

vj+i(x) = {[1 -Vj(ri)]-1 — c2Vj(t])} [ £bG(x-,£)d£,
Jo

where 0 < t] < a, and rj depends on x. By elementary calculus, the quantity inside the

brace brackets attains its maximum at x - h. Thus, the maximum value of vJ+l(x)

is attained at x = h. The theorem then follows from the principle of mathematical

induction.

Let r denote the gamma function. The following lemma is useful in determining

h numerically.

Lemma 8. The value h, at which vx attains its maximum, is the (unique) solution of

the equation,
2T(i/)

y„_i(cx) -

Proof By using

n(acyjv(ca)
+ k Jv-\(cx) = 0. (3.5)

~[zx-vJv-i{z)\ = zx-vJv{z),

~[zl~vYv-l(z)] = zx-"Yv(z),

Jv-\{z)Yv{z) - Jv(z)Yv-\(z) - —2/(ttz),

we obtain

1 \/xyJv{cx)

VlW = ?[U) Tjca) ~
ncv~2xv

+ 2T{v) [kJ^cx^> ~ Y»(cx)\

By using

^[zvJu{z)\ = zvJv.\{z),

j-[z"Yv{z)] = z'Y^yiz),

we get
. xvJv-\{cx) ncv~xxv. v .

= ca'Mca) + -¥TWlkJ-'{cx) ~ y-'(")1-

For critical values H, v[(x) = 0, from which (3.5) follows.

Using v[ (H) = 0, and the formulae,

J'v{z) = vJv{z)/z-Jv+l(z), (3.6)

Yl(z) = vYv{z)/z-Yv+l{z), (3.7)

we obtain

v"m - + ̂ u'(cH) ~rAcH)]} ■

Since v > 0, it follows from (3.2) that v['(H) < 0, which shows that all critical points

are relative maxima. Hence, there can only be one maximum, and the lemma is

proved.

The following result shows that if once the difference between two successive iter-

ates gets bigger, then the sequence {vn} constructed by (3.1) diverges.
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Lemma 9. For 0 < x < a, if v„+i - v„ > vn - vn-\ for some positive integer n, then

vm+i - vm > vm - vm-\ for m = n + l,n + 2,n + 3, —

Proof. Since the sequence {«„} is strictly increasing, it follows that

vn+2-vn+l= f £bG(x-,£)(v„+l -U„){[(1 — v„+i)(l -Vn)]~l -c2}d%
Jo

> [aZbG(X-,Z)(vn-Vn-l){[(l-Vn)(l-Vn-i)]-l-C2}dZ
Jo

= Vn+i - v„.

The lemma then follows by using mathematical induction.

The following result shows that the maximum difference between two successive

approximations occurs at h.

Lemma 10. For 0 < c < 1, the difference between two successive iterates constructed

by (3.1) attains its maximum at x = h.

Proof. Since vn+\ > vn for 0 < x < a, it follows from (3.1) that for n- 0,1,2,...,

l(vn+l - vn) < 0. (3.8)

At x - h, (v„+i -vn)' = 0. From (3.8), (v„+i -vn)"(h) < 0. The lemma then follows.

We remark that Lemmas 9 and 10 can be used to conclude for 0 < c < 1 that

once the difference between two successive approximations at h gets bigger, then we

have quenching for that choice of a. On the other hand, Lemma 10 may also be

used to stop the computation of the minimal solution v if the difference between two

successive iterates at h is smaller than the accuracy desired. Both these lemmas are

useful in saving computer time.

4. Numerical results. We apply our results in Sees. 2 and 3 to compute critical

lengths numerically with the use of a computer for various given values of b.

For any given b, we obtain u = (1 - b)/2. This in turn determines the first positive

zero ju of Jv (cf. Jahnke and Emde [16], p. 167). By Theorem 2(a), a* < j„/2. We can

take this value jv/2 as the starting point for finding a*. Let us take a = jv/2 - 8 (>

0), where 6 is some small positive constant (say, 0.1). We compute vn+l(x) by

using the representation formula (3.3) with v0 = 0, and c = 1 for maximum rate of

convergence. To compute vn+\, we use subroutines from the IMSL Library (Edition

9.2; Revised November, 1984; IMSL LIB-0009).
1. When v is not a nonnegative integer, we evaluate k = Yv(a)/Jv{a) by using

subroutines MMBSYN (to compute, to double precision, Bessel functions of the

second kind of nonnegative real fractional order for real positive arguments), and

MMBSJR (to compute, to double precision, Bessel functions of the first kind of

nonnegative real order for real positive arguments); when v is a nonnegative integer,

we use MMBSJN instead of MMBSJR.

2. By using (3.6), (3.7), and the subroutine MGAMAD (= DGAMMA to evaluate

the gamma function of a double precision argument), Newton's method is used to

find the zero h from (3.5).

3. We divide the interval [0, a] into 20 equal subintervals, and replace the subdivi-

sion point closest to h by h. To save computer time, we compute and store all possible
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values of £I_"/„(<!;) and £X~V[YV(!;) - kJv(£)\, where £ denotes the subdivision point

according to the algorithm of Romberg integration.

4. At the nineteen interior subdivision points chosen in step 3, we evaluate x"Jv{x)

and x"[Yv(x) - kJv{x)], and store them in the memory of the computer.

5. The subroutine ICSCCU (cubic spline interpolation in single precision) is used

to interpolate the functions v„ at the 21 subdivision points: 0 = x\ < x2 < x^ < ■ ■ <

*21 = a.

6. Let

Fn,\(Xi,Xj) = J [X'ibyimc2vH{Z)-[l-vn(t)]-l}dZ,
L Jx,

FndXi,xj) = jJ*JZby2{Z){c2vn{Z)-[l-vn(t)]-l}dt.

To save computer time in obtaining vn+\ from v„, we evaluate v„+i(xn) first. From

(3.3),
vB+i(*ii) = y2(xn)Fn,i(xi,xu) + y\(xu)Fn,2{xn,x2\).

To obtain v„+i(*io)> we only need to compute Fn\{x\o, JCn) and F„t2(x\Q,*11) since

Vn+l{X\o) = :V2(-*10)[^«.l(*l,*ll)-^,l(*10.*ll)]

+ y 1 (*10 )[F„.2{X\l,X2l) + Fn,2{x 10, *11)].

In this way, we can successively compute vn+\ at Xio, x9, Xg x2. Similarly,

Vn+l(*l2) = J;2(*I2)[^,l(*l,*ll) + /;'«,l(*ll.-Xl2)]

+ y\(Xn)[Fn,l{X\ 1, *21) - F„,2(Xii, JCi2)].

Proceeding in this way, we obtain successively vn+\ at x\2, *13, *14, x2o- The

subroutine DCADRE (to perform, to single precision, numerical integration of a

function using cautious adaptive Romberg extrapolation) is used to perform the in-

tegration. To do so, we use the subroutine ICSEVU (for evaluation of a cubic spline

to single precision) to evaluate vn in the integrand. We note that most of the values

V~v[Yv{^) - kJv{€)\, and £l_"./„(<!;) are already stored in the memory of the com-

puter (by step 3); if a particular one is not there, then it is computed. In this way,

we obtain vi,v2,v^, 

7. We stop the computation of vn+\ in three ways.

(a) If vn(h)> 1, then u quenches.

(b) If at h, vn+\ - vn > vn - w„_i for some n, then u quenches.

(c) If vn(h) < 1, and vn+l(h)-vn(h) < 5 x 10-(,"+1) (for an accuracy to r decimal

points), then u exists globally.

If u quenches, then we use a - jv/2-25 (> 0). In this way, we reach a = 2-pS

for some positive integer p when u exists globally. We then use the method of

bisection to determine the value a** between jv/2 - (p - 1)<5 and 7,,/2 - pS such that

for a < a**, we have global existence, and for a > a**, we have quenching. Now,

a* - a** < 5 x 10_(r+l). Since a* - a** can be made as small as we like, a** can be

taken numerically to be a*.
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The results for four values of b with r = 4 are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Critical lengths corresponding to different values of b,

and upper bounds for quenching time when a - n.

0.4
0.0

-0.4

-1.0

v

0.3
0.5

0.7
1.0

jj 2

1.4271

1.5708
1.7110

1.9159

a*

1.3935
1.5303
1.6544

1.8239

0.6496
0.6772
0.7099

0.7715

Two graphs are given below to illustrate the other results before quenching occurs.

Figure 1 shows how much the maximum of v shifts away from the center as b is

changed by plotting the position h (where the maximum occurs) against b for a fixed

given value of a. Figure 2 shows the height v(h) of the maximum as a function of a

for three different values of b.

h

0-78

0.7

0.08

0.0

038

0.8

0-48

0.4

0.38
-0.8 -0.0 "0-4 -0.2 0 0.2 0 4 0.0 0 3

b

Fig. 1. Position h versus b for a = 1.2300.
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0.8

048

0-4

038

03

028

0-2

0.18

0.1

0.08

0

v(h)

1.1 12 1.3 1.4 1.8 1-0 1.7 1-8

a

Fig. 2. Height v(h) versus a.
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